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Current Release Notes - Qloud 

Note: If you did not upgrade using the last release(s), please be sure to read the 

prior release notes at the Quantrix Customer Community in the Documentation 

section so you will know what has been included with this release. 

Improvements in Enterprise Qloud Version 20.1.0 

Qloud now permits any combination of username case when logging in (for example, if you create a 
user with the username bob, you can log in as bOb, bob, Bob, BOB) (QWC-3893) 

For improved usability, an online help landing page with links to the help files for Modeler, Public 
Qloud and Enterprise Qloud is available at the Quantrix website at https://quantrix.com/help/ and can 

be accessed without loading the applications. The link to the landing page is also available from  the 
sidebar and the footer at https://quantrix.com/answers/  (QWC-3925) 

Automation now supports selection of recurrence schedules when creating rules that provide 
maximum scheduling flexibility (QWC-3494) 

Admin > Users now provides a total user count at the top of the page, and adjusts the user count 
based on any filtering you do on the Admin > Users page, e.g., 74/122 (QWC-3882) 

After an initial effort to remove a phantom operation fails on saving, Administrators can now force a 
lock removal on the Phantom Operations page (QWC-3884) 

Logging is improved regarding scheduled scripts that fail, and now includes the same error as is 
shown on the client side (QWC-3802) 

As a template owner, you can hover over the Template User icon on the Templates List to see 
explanatory text, or you can click the Template User icon to show the names of Template Users for 
this Template (QWC-3812) 

Template Users, Model Access, and template copy sharing rules regarding model role changes has 
been improved and includes better messaging (QWC-3701) 

Copies of templates can be checked out by the owner if the owner is a template user with checkout 
permissions or is the template owner. These template copies are also available as Data Import sources 

(QWC-3972) 

Significant Issues Fixed in Enterprise Qloud Version 20.1.0 

Vertical matrix text on a canvas that displays properly in Modeler no longer hides a character(s) on 
Qloud in certain cases (QWC-3625) 

Qloud now matches Modeler behavior and will delete a selection of cells regardless of whether they 
are input or calculated cells (QWC-3551, F0090016) 

When you select multiple columns containing collapsed columns and click expand, all collapsed 
columns in the selection are now correctly expanded provided you have adequate permissions (QWC-

3646) 

The Category item generation triggered by updates and recalculations no longer results in timing 
issues, or issues with apparent erroneous deletions on Qloud and no longer appears to lock up the UI 
on Qloud (QWC-3612) 
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The summarize feature located in the bottom right of a model that uses measures (such as Sum, 

Count, Min, Max, etc.) and displays the currently selected summarizer measure can now be opened by 
either right-clicking or left-clicking on the currently selected measure (QWC-3480) 

Users who do not have appropriate interaction permissions can no longer interact with a matrix on a 
canvas, which matches the behavior in Modeler (QWC-3974, F0107098) 

Checking in or republishing a model no longer incorrectly shows the model in the open models view 

(QWC-3776) 

When you unlock a model on the Models page, there is now a visual indication that the Unlock is in 
progress (QWC-3926) 

Known Issues in Enterprise Qloud Version 20.1.0 

(None) 
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